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SAM FELDT, JULIAN JORDAN AND JUSTIN MYLO 
ANNOUNCED TO HEADLINE A THREE-DAY ONLINE EVENT 

BRINGING LIVE HOUSE MUSIC TO YOUR HOUSE  
 

PRODUCED AND HOSTED BY ON AIR  
 

 24th - 26th September 2020 & 
Re-Run 11 – 27 December 2020 

 
FOR RELEASE: 22.09.20 // 10:00 am BST 
 
Bringing live house music to your house; global live entertainment streaming platform ON AIR today, 
reveals another stellar line-up for a unique weekend of music from your home.  
 

 

 

Spinnin’ Records Sam Feldt is joined by fellow Dutch dance alumni, Julian Jordan and Justin Mylo, to 
stream their DJ sets live for dance music fans across the globe, the weekend of the 24th - 26th 
September.  The sets will be repeated across three successive weekends in December; Justin Mylo 
11/12/13 December, Julian Jordan 18/19/20 December, and Sam Feldt 25/26/27 December.  
Supporting Sam Feldt, will be emerging Dutch DJ and producer, Dyro.  
 

Fans worldwide can enjoy exclusive pre-recorded DJ performances, from the comfort of their homes, 
all whilst doing their bit to support live music. Each of the three events promise state-of-the-art 
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production with Sam Feldt, Jordan and Mylo accompanied by a backdrop of boundary-pushing visuals, 
with a real DJ Booth, LED video panels, lighting and sound, overseen by experienced director Rolf 
Meter and lighting designer Jeffrey Goes.  
 

Sam Fedlt shot to global recognition with his recent 2019 standout hit ‘Post Malone ft. RANI’ and 
reached Top 10 in the UK. A DJ, producer and entrepreneur Feldt, has built a career upon his distinctly 
feel-good sound and already has a double album and a multitude of top-selling releases under his belt. 
Besides his music career, Feldt is currently spearheading a movement that will help influencers adopt 
a more sustainable lifestyle, giving back to the planet to reduce and compensate their own 
environmental impact and encouraging others to do the same.  
 

Another representation of the artists arising from The Netherlands; Julian Jordan has graced all corners 
of the earth with his charismatic music and roaring live performances. Now part of Martin Garrix’s 
STMPD RCRDS family, Julian has previously extended his talents to revered labels like Spinnin’ 
Records, DOORN Records, and Revealed Recordings. Alongside, gaining a nomination for Best Dutch 
Act at the MTV EMAs, a monthly residency at Las Vegas’ prestigious Omnia, and high-octane 
performances at Tomorrowland, EDC, Amsterdam Dance Event, and Ultra Miami among heaps more.  
 

Rising star Justin Mylo, is only a mere 24 years old and has already graced some of the most prestigious 
festival stages & venues like Tomorrowland, Sunburn & World Club Dome. His summers have been 
filled by playing at the residential shows of Martin Garrix at Ushuaïa Ibiza & Omnia Las Vegas and 
headline shows throughout Europe. With over 50 million streams in total, Mylo amassed an impressive 
10 million streams on his standout solo release 'Chasing Shadows' & his massive collab with Martin 
Garrix 'Burn Out'. 
 

Support to Feldt, Dyro made history by becoming the youngest ever, highest new entry in the DJ Mag 
Top 100 DJs poll back in 2014. Since then, Dyro has elevated his strong, stable output, placing within 
the DJ poll for another consecutive 3 years that has witnessed this enigmatic young DJ come of age, as 
he continues to take the world by storm. Tipped by the likes of Laidback Luke and Pete Tong, Dyro’s 
music has also received support from heavy-hitters including Diplo, Knife Party, Martin Garrix, RL 
Grime and many more. Fast forward just a few short years and Dyro continues to explode as an entity 
in his own right. 
 

With the world still in varying stages of lockdown, music fans can now be united in their support of 
their favourite DJ’s and artists, whether it’s with a sound system or from their armchair through 
headphones … 

 

 
Broadcast Schedule 

 

Justin Mylo 
24 September at 20:00 CET 

11/12/13 December 20:00 ACT, Tokyo, CET, GMT, EST & PST 
https://www.onair.events/products/justin-mylo 

 
Julian Jordan 

25 September at 20:00 CET 
18/19/20 December at 20:00 ACT, Tokyo, CET, GMT, EST & PST 

https://www.onair.events/products/julian-jordan 
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Sam Feldt 

26 September at 21:00 CET 
25/26/27 December at 20:00 ACT, Tokyo, CET, GMT, EST & PST 

https://www.onair.events/products/sam-feldt-dyro 

 

 

 
 
About On Air  
 

On Air is a global live entertainment streaming platform for home audiences. On Air are genre agnostic, 
allowing fans to “virtually” attend live shows, accessing and experiencing iconic live moments no 
matter where they are via an easy to use interface.  Performances are shot globally, using state of the 
art registration and distribution technology, available pay-per-view in collaboration with the artist, 
with no subscriptions necessary.  
 

 

Website | Instagram | Twitter | Facebook  
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